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Abstract 

The possibility to improve the quality in surveys with auxiliary 
information from administrative registers has increased considerably 
the last decade in Sweden. Regarding the Swedish Labour Force 
Survey (LFS) there are, except the Statistics Swedens Register of the 
Total Population, two registers of special interest; the National Labour 
Market Board Register of those in search of work (AMSR) and 
Statistics Swedens newly established Annual Register of Employed 
(ARE). 

The AMSR contains useful information on the unemployed. It is 
possible to reduce the variance in the estimation of the unemployed by 
30% when using information from AMSR to form poststrata. 

ARE is based upon six other administrative registers, mainly the 
Employer's Statements of Income. ARE contains information on the 
employment situation among individuals. Since 1989 we are using 
auxiliary information (employed/not employed) in the LFS at the 
sampling stage. In this report we will study the possibility to use ARE-
infomation in the estimation by poststratification. It seems that this 
method will gain in precision for several domains of employed persons 
and give better adjustment for nonresponse in comparsion to the 
present poststratification system. 

Key words: Poststratification; register; gain in precision; adjustment 
for nonresponse. 
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1 Introduction 
The use of auxiliary information is usually of great importance in sample 
surveys for the reliability of the estimates. In Sweden the possibilities of 
using auxiliary information have increased considerably. For the Swedish 
Labour Force Survey (LFS) there are, besides the Register of the Total 
Population (RTB), mainly two other registers that contain information that 
can be used as auxiliary information in the LFS. The registers are Statistics 
Swedens Annual Register of Employed (ARE) and the Labour Market 
Boards Register (AMSR). 

The information from ARE has been used since 1989 as auxiliary 
information at the sampling stage. In this report we shall also look into the 
possibilities of using the information from ARE for poststratification at the 
estimating stage. Auxiliary information from ARE are especially important 
when estimating the number of persons that are employed within industry. 

AMSR contains important information that can be used when estimating the 
number of unemployed. We will also analyse the possibilities of using 
auxiliary information for poststratification when estimating the number of 
unemployed. 

This means that when estimating the total number of unemployed and its 
different domains we are using a special estimation process which we will 
not use for the other estimates. Some of the variables will therefore, due to 
additivity reasons, be differential estimates, formed by components from 
two different systems of poststratification. 

2 General Information on LFS, ARE and AMSR. 

2.1 Labour Force Surveys (LFS) 
The object of the LFS is to describe the current employment situation and to 
form a picture of the development on the labour market. LFS is the source 
of other statistics e.g the National Accounts, labour market analysis and 
forecasts. The schematic figure below shows the connection between some 
main concepts in the LFS. 

Figure 1 Main concepts in the LFS 
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Statistics Sweden has carried out the LFS since 1961 and 1970 the LFS 
changed from being quarterly to becoming monthly surveys. The data is 
collected by means of telephone interviews. Computer assisted interviews 
are used since December 1991 (DATI). 

The sampled population in LFS consist of persons that are 16 but not 65 
years old and who are covered by the civil registration. The age of a person 
is the actual age in the reference month. 

The sample size is at present 18 000 persons per month. 

2.2 Statistics Swedens Register of Employed (ARE) 
ARE was established in 1985 and is updated every year. The register 
contains information on the employment situation for the total population in 
Sweden. ARE is in turn based on six registers. The main source is the 
statement of income from the employer (KUA). The reference period for 
ARE is November. 

The information of interest for using in the LFS is data on employment 
status and the employed divided by industry, classified according to the 
Swedish Standard Industry Classification (SNI). 

The employment variable in the ARE is classified as follows: 

1= employed 
2= not employed 
3= no information 
4= children 0-15 years 

In the ARE, employed are defined as those who are 16 years and over and 
who did paid work, in average at least one hour per week. Consequently 
employed are defined by income. In the LFS, employed are defined as those 
that did paid work during the reference week (more than 1 hour). 
A difference between the LFS and the ARE is that in the LFS unpaid family 
workers are included (e.g in agriculture). The aim is that the definitions 
used in the ARE will correspond as far as possible to the LFS definitions. 
This is an advantage when data from registers is used as auxiliary 
information in LFS. 

2.3 The Labour Market Boards Register of Those in 
Search of Work (AMSR) 

The purpose of AMS's register is to describe those looking for work and 
also to constitute the basis for planning and the follow-up of the activity of 
employment offices. AMSR is continuously updated with data from 
employment offices throughout the whole country. Accordingly, the 
statistics are not made for describing the situation of those in search of work 
at a specific time, but to constitute information about current data in the 
register. 
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The information that is of main interest for the LFS is category data on 
those in search of work and their need for service. Futhermore in this 
context data on the date of deregistration of applicants is necessary. The 
persons that are registered are classified in eight "search categories" and 
three different "need of service" categories: 

"Search category" 

1 In search of work without work 
2 Part-time unemployed 
3 Having temporary work 
4 Having a permanent work 
5 Doing public relief work 
6 Public relief work for youth 
7 Special AMS courses 
8 Vocational training courses 

"Need of service" category 

1 Available for work straight away 
2 Need for counselling/inquiry 
3 Others 

The categories that are closely related to the LFS definition of unemployed 
are search category 1 and need of service category 1 AMS(1:1). We will not 
cover the differences between the definitions now. The purpose of this 
report is to study the possibilities of using AMSR as auxiliary information 
in estimating the number of unemployed. 

3 The Present Sampling and Estimation Methods 
Used in LFS 

3.1 The Sampling System 

3.1.1 The Sampling Frame and the Rotation System 
The sampling frame used in LFS is RTB, sorted by identity numbers and 
complemented with data on employment status from ARE. The sample 
consists of three independent samples, one for each month in a quarter. 
Each sample, 18 000 persons per month, is rotated so that 1/8 is renewed in 
between two consecutive survey occasions, i.e for each sample it occurs 
every third month. Each sampled person is in the LFS once every quarter 
and totally 8 times throughout a period of two years, and then the person is 
replaced with a new sampled person. The rotation system gives priority to 
quarterly estimates and changes between consecutive quarters. 

The sample is drawn once a year and then it is distributed amongst the 
following 12 months. The total yearly sample consists of ca 27 000 persons 
(12x18 000/8). In the middle of each quarter the sampling frame is updated 
with new immigrants. 
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3.1.2 The Stratified Sampling 
The population is stratified by sex, region, nationality (Swedish/non-
Swedish) and employed (employed/not employed) from ARE, which gives 
2x24x2x2=192 sample strata, wich are allocated proportional to the stratum 
sizes. Among those strata systematical samples are drawn. Since the sample 
frame is sorted by age, we get a more regular distribution by age when 
using a systematic sample than by using a simple random sample. 

The sampling frame is generated by linking and matching the RTB for 
February year t and ARE for year t-2 (the current value for November). On 
average the auxiliary information is 23 months old. 

3.1.3 The Inclusion Probabilities in the LFS 
The inclusion probabilities in the LFS varies. At a certain survey occasion 
the persons from the latest yearly draw and the complement of immigrants 
are included. Futher the probability of being included is affected by the 
matching procedure that is performed towards previous samples to avoid a 
redraw too soon after being in the LFS. The variation among the inclusion 
probabilities has a marginal influence on the estimates. This is futher 
discussed in chapter 3.2. 

3.2 The Present Estimation Procedure 
The sample adjustment for totals is done with regards to the inclusion 
probabilities and current monthly data on the number of people from the 
RTB. At the estimation the sample is devided into 300 poststrata in 
combination of sex, age (10 groups) and region (2x10x15). A region 
consists of one or more counties. Totally there are 15 regions. The current 
poststratification is explained by the classification of poststrata that, to a big 
extent, correspond to the groups that are important domains in the LFS and 
also by the variation in nonresponse due to geography. The nonresponse is 
attended to by so called "straight adjustment" within the poststrata of the 
estimates. This procedure has the same effect as imputation of means. 

An estimate of a total could be denoted as: 

(1) 
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Where 

Y = The estimate of a total, e.g the number of employed people 

Ng = The number of persons in the population in poststratum g, 

g=l,2,...,30O. 

ng = The sample size (the number of persons that are not 

nonrespondents) in poststratum g. 

%gi = The inclusion probability of the /:th person in poststratum g. 

(I if the person has the characteristic] 

Ygi [O otherwise J 

whithout the finite population correction (=1) the estimate of the variance 
can be written: 

(2) 

Formula 1 and 2 is based on the assumption that the sample, when drawn, 
could be looked upon as drawn from the poststrata, with adjustments for 
age, and a simple random sample within the poststrata. The change in-
between the time when the sample is drawn and the time of the survey, e.g 
moving from one region to another and immigration, makes the estimates 
biased. Dahmströrn-Kristiansson [1976] have shown that the relative bias in 
the LFS-estimates are not higher than 0.03. According to Cochran [1977] 
the confidence interval is relevant if the relative bias is less than 0.10. 

As mentioned (3.1.2) the variation among the inclusion probabilities are 
very small and if we assume that all persons have the same inclusion 

probability, ngl = 7Cg2=...= ngn for all g, we get the following simple 

and well known expression for a total estimate: 

(3) 
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and the corresponding estimated variance: 

(4) 

In appendix 1 the difference between estimates calculated with equal and 
unequal inclusion probabilities is shown. From there it may be concluded 
that there is a very marginal difference between the methods. Also the 
domains of employed that are presented show that the difference is 
marginal. Due to practical reasons the result that is refered to henceforth has 
been calculated under the assumption of equal inclusion probabilities. This 
assumption will most likely be used in the statistical production with the 
begining in 1993. 

4 The Poststratification with Auxiliary Information 
from a Register 

4.1 The Poststratification with Auxiliary Information 
from ARE 

4.1.1 Procedure 
Today auxiliary information from ARE is only used when stratifying and 
not when estimating, i.e we are not using data from ARE in the present 
poststratification system. This means that the data from ARE, the way it is 
used today, does not contribute to any important gain in precision. To be 
able to obtain more effective estimates, we also need to integrate auxiliary 
information in the estimation process. 

Among many users of LFS there is a demand for better precision for the 
estimate of employment distributed by industry. With the auxiliary 
information from ARE the prospects of providing those requirements are 
good. 

To be able to use the data from ARE for poststratificaion, there is a need for 
change in the present system. The number of observations in the poststrata 
must not be too small, mainly because of the risk of biased estimates. 
Cochran [1977] states the minimum amount of observations to be 20. This 
implies that either of the variables region or age, will have to be omitted, or 
possibly the classification limits could be widened for those variables. 

We will study a poststratification system where we replace region by 
"employed in a certain group of industry according to ARE". To form 
suitable basis for combinations of poststrata, different samples from the 
LFS from 1989 have been matched with the ARE. The aim is that the 
poststrata should coincide with important domains of study presented in the 
LFS, and also that the number of persons in each poststrata exceeds 25 
respondents. Cochran [1977] states 20 as the minimum limit, here we will 
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intensify the demands a bit, with regards to the variation that might occur 
over time. The following schematic classification of characteristics from 
ARE in combination with sex and age (10 groups 5-years intervalls) is an 
alternative to the current poststratification system. The characteristics from 
ARE are grouped according to SNI. 

Table 1 Employed Persons by Group of industry (SNI) 
According to ARE 

The distribution above in combination with sex and age gives 8x2x10=160 
poststrata. The sample adjustment for totals with the new poststratification 
system, means that the monthly data from RTB must be complemented with 
data from ARE. We obtain adequate population figures in the current 
production of statistics by matching the monthly data on sex and age from 
RTB year t, with data on employment status and industry from ARE year 
t-2. 

The estimates with the corresponding standard deviations can then be 
calculated according to formula 3 and 4 with the exception of g=l,2, 160 

4.1.2 The Result 
We will in this part make a comparsion between the results with the present 
poststratification system and the new alternative procedure with auxiliary 
information from ARE. The result in this example is based on data from 
LFS in May 1989 and ARE 1987. Here the auxiliary information is 18 
months old. 
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Notation: 

The gain in precision is estimated in terms of coefficients of variation (c.v). 

Table 2. Estimates of Employed Persons by Industry when Using 
Different Poststratifications. LFS May 1989. Thousands. 
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As seen in table 2 the poststratification with auxiliary information from 
ARE gives important gain in precision for most of the domains of employed 
that are being studied, distributed by industry. To retain the same precision 
with the present poststratification system, for example for estimates of the 
number of employed in manufacturing (SNI2 3 4), there would have to be a 
redoubled increase of the sample size. The corresponding calculations with 
data where the auxiliary information is 20, 22 and 24 months old show the 
same gain in precision as the one that are shown in table 2. 

Another notable difference between the poststratification methods is the 
change in level of the estimates. We obtain a lower level of employment 
when we integrate the data from ARE. The most likely explanation to the 
difference in level that occurs with the two methods, is that the nonresponse 
causes different effects. In table 3 estimates of totals for the most important 
variables in the LFS are shown and we are able to evaluate the influence on 
the level that occurs when we change the poststratification method. 

Table 3. Estimates of Labour Force Participation of the Population 
When Using Different Poststratification Systems. 
LFS May 1989. Thousands 

The gain in precision in the estimate of the total number of employed is not 
as remarkable as for the employed distributed by industry. However, we can 
see that the precision is not increasing for the most important variables in 
the LFS by using the new adjustment for totals, with the exception for the 
estimate of the number of unemployed. We have other auxiliary information 
that could be used for estimating the unemployed. 

What is most interesting in table 3 is the estimates' change in level that 
occurs with the establishment of the new poststratification system. One of 
the estimation methods does not give unbiased estimates. The number of 
employed is decreased by 74 000 persons or 1.7%. The level, for the 
number of unemployed and persons not in the labour force, increases 
considerably. As mentioned before the reason for this is that the non-
response causes different effects. The main difference in methods is that 
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we replace the variable "region" by "employed in a certain industry 
according to ARE". When we use region for poststratification, the average 
nonresponse should have the same characteristics as the respondents, 
regarding the varaibles in the regions. When poststratifying with inform
ation from ARE the same should apply for ARE-characteristics. Intuitively, 
the latter seems to be more probable considering that the employment 
situation is being analysed. 

Previous nonresponse studies indicate that the level of the estimates with 
auxiliary information from ARE is more correct than with the present 
method. Employed persons tend to reply to a higher extent than 
unemployed, which causes an overestimation in the number of employed 
when using the present method. It has been shown that LFS overestimates 
the level of employment with 1-2%. With auxiliary information from ARE 
we can construct poststrata that are more homogeneous with regards to the 
employment situation. This is not only effective for the precision of the 
estimates but also to avoid the nonresponse error when straight adjustment 
is used within the poststrata. 

4.1.3 The Effects on the Regional Presentation 
To poststratify with data from ARE for regional domains would mean 
extreme deterioration in precision for estimates on number of employed. 
For the county of Stockholm for example the variance increases by 450%! 
Another effect that the removing of "region" as poststratification variable 
has, is that the population totals within regions are not consistent with the 
present data from RTB. 

Therefore there are more reasons for taking special measures for the 
regional domains in LFS. One alternative is to keep the present method only 

for the regional domains and then to correct regional estimates [Yreg ) with 

[Y: /Y0 ) afterwards, i.e a proportional correction for all regions to obtain 

additivity in the domains. The users of LFS demands additivity in the LFS ' 
results. Another alternative is to use both data from RTB and from ARE for 
calibrating on known marginal distributions in a two dimensional frequency 
table. 

It is not yet decided upon what the estimates will look like for the regional 
domains. 
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4.2 Poststratification with Auxiliary Information 
from AMSR 

4.2.1 Procedure 
Even in this case we will study the possibility of using auxiliary information 
for constructing poststrata. The data in AMSR that is of interest for LFS is 
persons with the characteristic AMS(1:1), that is persons without work and 
that were available to start working. A characteristic which is closely related 
to LFS:s unemployment definition. This is discussed more in detail in (2.3). 

Data from LFS and AMSR for May, October and November 1991 have 
been collected for co-ordination. In contrast to ARE, we have the possibility 
of using current data from ARE. When constructing poststrata we cannot 
use a classification as far-reaching as when we are using the present system 
or information from ARE. Many poststrata would have too few persons. At 
the co-ordination of LFS and AMSR there were ca 500-550 out of 18 000 
persons in the sample that matched. The number varied due to chance and 
also due to the state of the market. 

The following distribution has been found to be suitable when estimating 
the number of unemployed: 

sex 
age groups (16-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-64) 
AMS(l:l)/notAMS(l:l) 

With this classification we get 16 (2x4x2) poststrata. Estimates and mean 
errors can be calculated according to formula 3 and 4 with the exception of: 

g=l,2,...,16. 

where Ng = the number of people in the population that belongs to 
poststrata g according to AMSR or RTB-AMSR. 

4.2.2 The Result 
The result that is presented in table 4 is a comparison analogous to the one 
in part 4.1.2. Estimates and their characteristics, calculated with the present 
poststratification method and the new method with auxiliary information 
from AMSR, are being compared. 
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Notation: 

Tabell 4. The Estimates of the Total Number of Unemployed when 
Using Different Poststratification Methods. LFS. Thousands 

As seen in table 4 the use of auxiliary information from AMSR means that 
we can improve the precision by 16-18%. To be able to obtain the same 
precision, by only increasing the sample, the sample size would have to be 
changed from the present 18 000 to 25 000 persons, i.e an increase by 7 000 
persons per month. 

Exactly as when poststratifying with auxiliary information from ARE, we 
here obtain some notable changes in level for the estimates of the number of 
unemployed. For October the level of the estimates increases by 8 700 
persons or 6% when using auxiliary information. For May there is not a 
difference of any note in the level of estimates for the different methods. 
Also in this case the change in level can be explained by the different 
effects that different poststratification methods have. This is being analysed 
more in detail in part 4.2.3. 
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4.2.3 Random Error and Nonresponse Error when 
Estimating the Number of Unemployed 

In part 4.2.2 we saw that the level of the estimate increased considerably in 
two out of three reference periods and at one point (May 1991) we had the 
same estimation level for the different poststratification systems. We will 
try to find the explanation to this phenomenon with help from AMSR. 
Though AMS(1:1) is a characteristic that is closely related to the definition 
of unemployment as defined in the LFS, it is of interest to estimate the 
number of AMS(1:1) based on the LFS sample. Those estimates gives us a 
rough idea of the effects that the nonresponse have on the estimates of the 
number of unemployed. 

In the present data we have the possibility of estimating the number of AMS 
(1:1) in the total population, i.e we also have the observational values for 
the characteristic AMS (1:1) for the persons that are nonrespondents in the 
LFS. In table 5 the following is presented: 

T = The number of AMS(1:1) according to a total count in AMSR, i.e the 
true value. 

Tn = The estimate of the number of AMS(1:1) based on the total sample. 

Tn = The estimate of the number of AMS( 1:1 ) according to the respondents 

in the LFS 

p = —'— = The nonresponse error in percentage of Tn 

n 

Table 5 The Number of Persons with the Characteristic AMS(1:1) 
According to LFS or AMS Total Count. Thousands. 

f - fn and /3 gives a measurement on the bias in the estimates of the 

number of AMS(1:1) that are caused by the nonresponse. As seen in table 5 
the nonresponse underestimates T by 7-8%. The calculations for the 
different points in time indicate very convincingly the same result. Since 
AMS(1:1) and unemployed according to LFS are closely related, the results 
are clear indications of the degree of nonresponse bias in the LFS with the 
present estimation system. 
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In table 4 we could establish the fact that the level of estimates for 
unemployed for October and November increased when we used auxiliary 
information from AMSR. For May there was no difference in the level of 
estimates between the different methods. This is due to the fact that the 
proportion of AMS(1:1) were larger in the sample, than in the 
corresponding proportion in the population in May, i.e it can be accounted 
for by the sampling error. 

In an analogous way as we created the measurement for the nonresponse 
error for the T-estimate we can construct a measurement for the sampling 
error. We are able to calculate the sampling error, which we usually denote 
with the confidence interval, exactly since the true value is known. We can 
then compare the sampling error with the nonresponse error for AMS(1:1) 

A . 

with the difference in level Yl-Y0. The exact sampling error is given by 

t-T. 
Table 6 The Nonresponse and Sampling Error for the AMS(1:1) 

Estimates in Comparison to the Difference in Level of the 
Unemployment Estimates According to LFS with Different 
Poststratification Methods. Thousands. 

The result for May indicates that the nonresponse error and the sampling 
error cancel each other out, this should explain why we do not get a 
remarkable difference in level of estimate of the number of unemployed in 
the LFS at the same point in time. For October the sampling error and the 
nonresponse error are going in the same direction, which could explain that 
difference between the estimate levels is largest between the points in time 
when we estimate the number of unemployed. 

The result in table 4 and 5 indicates that the information from AMSR is not 
only effective auxiliary information for reducing the sampling error but also 
very effective for reducing the nonresponse error in the estimates of the 
number of unemployed in the LFS. 
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4.3 A New Estimation System 
On the assumption that we can use the information from AMSR in the 
current production of statistics, two different types of auxiliary information 
will be integrated in the estimation process, data from ARE and AMSR. 
AMSR data will, as has been shown earlier, be used for estimating the total 
number of unemployed and their domains. Information from ARE is used 
for estimating different employment variables. 

Due to additivity reasons the estimates of the number of persons "not in the 
labour force" or a domain of this category will be an estimate of difference 
constructed from components from the two different poststratification 
methods that has been described earlier. In this context it is important to 
make sure that there is no risk for this "residual" to be less than 0 in any 
domain. 

To give a clear description of the new complete estimation system we 
assume that the total number of persons not in the labour force is formed 
from an estimate as a difference estimate. From a more global aspect of the 
most important variables we then get the following estimation process. 

1) With auxiliary information from AMSR we estimate the number of 

unemployed, (T^) 

2) With auxiliary information from the ARE we estimate the number of 

employed, ( 1 ^ ) 

3) The number of persons in the labour force, ( î ^ = YLFl + ^ r 2 ) 
4) The number of persons not in the labour force, 

(YLF4 = Population-Y^-Y^) 

The system guarantees consistency if the Population^ (YLFl + YLF1) for all 
groups that are presented. 

The new system implies that the estimates of the number of persons not in 
the labour force (estimates of difference) get a larger variance in 
comparison to the corresponding estimate with the present system. But 
naturally, the estimates of the number of unemployed and employed have 
the highest priority in the LFS, and those estimates will be, as established, 
considerably more reliable with the new estimation process. 
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5 Conclusions 
There are very good reasons for using information from both AMSR and 
ARE, as auxiliary information in the estimation process in the LFS. When 
we introduce auxiliary information for constructing poststrata, the gain in 
precision is estimated to be 16-18% when estimating the number of 
unemployed. When estimating the number of employed disributed by 
industry, for some domains we gain 25-30% in precision when using 
auxiliary information from ARE. Also the estimates of the total number of 
employed becomes more effective. 

Futher it can be considered established that poststratification with auxiliary 
information from ARE and AMSR is an effective method for reducing 
serious nonresponse error in the LFS estimates. The estimates get a more 
correct level in comparison with the present system, when we integrate 
register information in the estimation. Nonresponse studies in the LFS show 
a bias that coincide with the difference in level that occurs between the 
present and the new poststratification system. Here we have a good and 
relatively simple method for overcoming one of the most serious causes of 
error in sample surveys, i.e the nonresponse. 

Statistics Sweden is planning to integrate the auxiliary information from 
AMSR and ARE in the estimation beginnig in 1993. 
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